
 

Take the helm of the
Cabrio 330 and set a
course for a distant shore.
This 32-foot flagship of
the Cabrio fleet offers a
spacious and comfortable
11-foot 6-inch beam with
the performance and
economy offered only by
the exclusive Duo-Delta
Conic notched hull. A
deep extended swim
platform is offered as an
option that enhances
boarding dockside and
handling lines. Modular
seating lets you arrange
the cockpit as a
wide-open dance floor or
full-width sun lounge.

Hand-finished maple
cabinetry graces the
luxurious cabin of the
Cabrio 330, which is also
fitted with standard Ultra-
Leather settee upholstery
and a suspended vinyl
headliner. The galley
features a wood-floor
insert and color-matched
appliances, plus plenty of

Large comfortable mid-cabin
berth with open staircase
creates a spacious feeling

and converts to an additional
dinette area.

Transom storage for fenders
and docklines is easily
accessed. A wide swim

platform is enhanced by an
optional extension.
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stowage space. Both the
forward and mid-cabin
berths are designed to
accommodate adult
couples in comfort. A
long list of optional
equipment, including air
conditioning and genset,
let's you build a Cabrio
330 that fits your needs
perfectly.

 Take a virtual reality tour
of the Cabrio 330.

 

 Cabrio 330

 Length/Centerline (ft/m):
32'/9.75*
 Beam (ft/m): 11'6"/3.51
 Fuel Capacity (gal/l):
240/908
 Max. Horsepower: 620
[twin]

 * with pulpit
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